
Adjusting the sleeve length – PBCC Blazer Care 

The sleeves of your son’s blazer should end ½ to 1 inch past the wrist (where the hand and arm 
connect).  If they are longer than that, you will need to hem them.  We ask that the hem be 
temporary so that it can be let out as your son grows and for use by boys in the future.   

Here are the directions from the tailor at Goldstein’s: 

1. Fold one blazer sleeve to the length it needs to be and mark it lightly with tailor’s chalk 
(will disappear when steamed) or pin it.  It can be slightly longer in the back.   
 

2. Measure the folded amount and mark the other sleeve to match.  Check this visually on 
your son. 
 

3. Press the sleeves at the fold using a STEAM iron.  You should never iron directly onto 
the fabric of the blazer as it may leave a “shine” on the material or possibly even 
melt a hole in the fabric.  Put a thin piece of material or a pressing cloth over any part 
of the blazer that will ironed before steaming it.  Let it dry and cool completely.   
 

4. Turn the sleeves inside out and use red thread to run a basting stitch around the edge of 
the fold going through just the lining material.  Take care not to go through the blazer 
material so that stitches do not show. 
 

5. Turn the sleeves right side out and visually check them on your son again.   
 

6. You may need to move the buttons up depending on how big of a hem you have made.  
The three buttons should start at about ½” up from the bottom of the sleeve and 
should be approximately ¼” apart.  Use red thread when sewing and be sure they are 
securely sewn on to avoid losing them. 
 

If you have any questions or you are not able to hem yourself, you can call Vinny at Goldstein’s 
(215 – 468-0564).   

 

NO other alterations may be made to the blazer as it 
will be used by other boys in the future as your son 
grows out it.  


